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Before You Start

• Define Your Goals
– What are you hoping to achieve?
– How will you know if you’re successful?



Focus on Your Users

• Define your primary audience
– Identify their top questions/tasks

• Get user feedback
– How well is your site meeting their needs?
– Analytics data
– Other kinds of feedback: 

• User testing, survey, interviews, focus groups



Inventory Your Content

• Collect all of your URLs in a spreadsheet
• What’s the purpose for each page?
• On each page, what kinds of content do 

you have?
– Text, links, tables, images, video, audio, 

files, calls-to-action?



Tools to Help
• Siteimprove
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Once you’ve got an inventory of each page, you can start to assess and evaluate your content.For each page, decide: Is this page still accurate? Is it still useful, relevant to your users?Figure out what pages are “ROT”? Redundant, out-of-date, trivial – What is currently rotten? What content gets updated frequently (or needs to be updated frequently) and is at risk of “rotting”? What parts of your content are ”evergreen” i.e. always in season, fairly stable/doesn’t change much throughout the year?Make a general decision: Will you keep the page as-is? Will you improve the page? (I would say there’s almost ALWAYS a way you can improve the page.) Or will you remove the page?





Where to Start
• Different ways to prioritize – pick best for you

– Levels or Top to bottom
– Traffic/popularity
– Low-hanging fruit (easiest fixes)
– Lowest score/greatest need

• If you’re overwhelmed, create smaller chunks
• Be consistent and methodical until it’s done



Define the Process and Work Flow
• Who needs to review and assess the 

content?
– Different people can assess different aspects

• If there are holes, who needs to create 
new content?

• Who needs to approve before publishing?
• When? 

– Set deadlines and stick to them



Implementing Changes
• Minor or simple changes:

– Add changes to published content items, save changes as pending, 
published content won’t be affected until you ‘save and approve’

• Major changes:
– Create a new pending sectionto build in a separate place so you won’t 

affect what’s currently published until you’re ready to launch all 
changes

• Previewbefore publishing:
– Preview links can be shared with other T4 users
– If you need to share with a non-T4 user, let us know and we can help



Before You Delete
• Be proactive about preventing 404 errors

– Before you delete or change a URL, 
especially if it’s been published, reach out 
to Web Team 

– Changes that create an obsolete URL in the 
search engine:

• Delete, rename, or move a section/page, a PDF, 
or news, blog post, faculty/staff bio content 
items
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Before changing your section (or page) name, or deleting a section, ask yourself: is this URL published somewhere? Or is it linked from a high profile source?Think about printed materials, recent mass emails, and digital ads where the URL might have been included.If you published the URL previously but now you want to delete, move or rename it, touch base with the MarCom Web Team and we may be able to help you create a redirect, to help avoid your users ending up with 404 errors.Also keep in mind that the search engine on the Seattle U web page is one place where your URLs have been published.Google indexes and maps our entire Seattle U website only every two or three weeks, and so the search engine results don't change as fast as our website does. That's why you frequently see broken links in the search results.We can help avoid this problem by submitting a request to Google to temporarily remove a specific URL, or an entire directory, from the search results in our custom search engine. However, these requests can take a bit of time to process. So plan ahead. Email the MarCom Web Team about 24 hours before you delete or rename your web page and ask us to remove the old URL from the search engine results.



After You Delete

• Decide what to keep archived in T4 for 
posterity and what can be permanently 
removed

• Tidy up your interface by moving itemsinto a 
“Trash” or “Archive” folder

• Request Web Team “purge” deleted items
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As you may already know, when you delete something in TerminalFour, it does not get removed from the system. It becomes inactive or unpublished, but a copy of it remains in the CMS.This is a safety feature that we built into the system on purpose. In our old content management system, you could accidentally delete something and it was gone forever – including the biology department website that had to be frantically rebuilt from scratch. Jason was getting frequently panicked phone calls about accidental deletions.So now in TerminalFour, if you delete something, accidentally or otherwise, you can always re-publish it. You can also keep old copies of stuff in TerminalFour as an archive for posterity.But if you get tired of seeing so many red, deleted items in your site structure, in your media library, etc. you can use a couple of my tips to help tidy up your interface. Move them into a separate folder that you name “Archive” for stuff you want to keep a copy of, or “Trash” – stuff you eventually want to get rid of.Then the only people who can permanently remove or purge a deleted item from the system are administrators like me, and Jason. I’m super duper happy to purge deleted items for you, especially if you make it easy for me to find them all in one folder – just email me and ask me “Megan, can you take out the trash?” and I can permanently remove them from the system.



Plan for Future

• Set review notificationsin T4 for content at 
risk of “rotting”

• Set future publication/expiration dates for 
content items

• Try and integrate content review process into 
your regular quarterly/yearly cycle
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Okay, I do not expect you to remember everything I’ve said today. It’s a lot to wrap your brain around. But as I’ve said, I will be sharing these slides, the spreadsheet you can use as a template for your content review, along with the evaluation criteria and rubrics. Furthermore, you have the slides and materials from our earlier web forums this year.But you have other resources: if you are a brand new TerminalFour user and you haven’t gone through training yet, or it’s been awhile since you’ve gone through training and you want a refresh, please spend some time going through the Canvas training course. It contains four modules: website overview, CMS basics, some more advanced topics, and most importantly, web content guidelines, including accessibility. It’s got written materials, screen shots, video, activities, short quizzes to check for understanding. I’m not trying to toot my own horn here, but the Canvas course is a really useful resource and well worth the 2-ish hours it takes to go through it. It would be a great investment of your time this summer before you dive into your content review.Please consider us a partner and resource for you to accomplish your web goals. It’s very important to me that you feel comfortable and confident in working in TerminalFour, so if you have specific questions, or you want to sit down and chat, please reach out.



Give Us Your Feedback


